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made
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sensing your world

CabiSense



In an ever-increasingly competitive market, organisations are 

continually searching for innovative methods to increase and 

improve the e�ciency of their operations.

The Network and Power Infrastructure Solution
that allows you to manage operations efficiently. 

INTRODUCING

CabiSense



ABOUT

CabiSense

CabiSense, the Smart Infrastructure Solution, has been developed to 

address the ine�ciencies associated with network and power 

infrastructure monitoring and control.

CabiSense, is designed to be installed within any existing networking 

cabinet. Receive status notifications of grid power, UPS power, main 

breaker switches and cabinet breaker switches. Not only does it 

monitor environmentals, such as temperature and humidity, 

CabiSense may be enabled to detect motion, detect smoke,  

monitor CO2 levels as well as possessing the capability to remotely 

activate and deactivate the system.

CabiSense introduces intelligence into 
networks.



WHY
CabiSense?

You want improved visibility of your Datacenters, Highsites, 
Control rooms and O�ce environments 

You want to know the status of the grid power, UPS power, main 
breaker switch and cabinet breaker at a touch of a button

You want to be able to monitor CO2 levels, detect smoke and 
motion in your environment, and any other bespoke 
inputs/outputs

You want to prevent site failure and loss of assets through 
e�ective environmental monitoring and tamper detection

Use data collected overtime to enhance proactive site 
maintenance

You want to innovate with IOT in your business

ease of 

management

of your

maintenance

environment



CabiSense

Did you know ?

Product Suite Includes
 
4 x 220V inputs

4 x additional input/output interfaces for the 
monitoring and switching off lower power 
devices

Integrated wired and wireless alarm panels 
with 8 end-of-line hardware  inputs

Optional 8 wireless sensors for motion, 
outdoor active beams, smoke & CO²

Remote access to activate and deactivate the 
system

Standard on-board temperature & humidity 
sensor for measuring environmental status of 
your cabinet or server room

Remote trip-switch restore for the cabinet’s 
power

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

In 2013, overheating was responsible for the shut 

down of a data centre for a whopping 16 hours.

In 2017, a power surge was attributed to a 

worldwide IT failure of a mojor airline system that 

lead to flight cancellations.

The risk of power grid failure remains a possibility, 

as the system continues to be vulnerable.

•

•

•

Full Automation

Inputs - via hardware or wireless, an automatic 
control of an output may be performed 
through one of the 8 relay outputs. 

Siren & buzzer - since the CabiSense is also a 
full alarm system, triggering of any of the 
inputs/zones can trigger a siren and strobe. 

Rs232 Bus - the alarm panel has a hardwire 
bus to communicate to and from remote 
sensors and zone expanders as well as a 
keypad

•

•

•



Optional
Communication Modules

Applications: Other Features:

• Data Centres

• Highsites

• Control Rooms

• Offices

Sigfox - used to communicate status of inputs & 

outputs as well as control of outputs via SigFox 

callback 

2G/4G - used to communicate status of inputs & 

outputs as well as control of outputs via web 

interface and push to device

Wifi/Ethernet - used to communicate status of 

inputs & outputs as well as control of outputs via 

web interface and push to device 

GPS - used to communicate location of device 

•

•

•

•

On-board battery charger & external 
battery backup 

Battery low & mains fail reporting 

Event logging 

Wireless and GSM Jamming 
detection & notification via SigFox

Remote firmware updates

•

•

•

•

•



Brought to you by

new wave IoT...

CabiSense

A converged virtual network enabler for IoT that 
delivers innovation and e�ciency for Private and 
Public sector though real-world solutions

Why New Wave IoT?
The Internet of Things comes in many forms and is 
much more than telemetry and covers all verticals, 
markets and industries.

These sensor-based solutions give the physical 
world a voice by providing data points that allow 
for a new data/insight driven economy and 
enhancing the human interface by digitizing our 
world. 

How we do it?
The NewWaveIoT solutions are enabled through a 

broad IoT ecosystem with the use of national and 

international service providers.  The full solution stack 

is covered from application, cloud backend, 

connectivity and devices that are certi�ed by local 

authorities. 
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Designed and Manufactured
in South Africa

Supported Globally

sales@newwaveiot.com


